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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The National Seed Trade Association of Ghana (NASTAG) in collaboration with Northern Development
Authority (NDA) and Ministry of Food and Agriculture (MoFA) organized the “9th Annual Pre-Season
Agribusiness Networking and Exhibition Forum”. The event took place on Thursday, 4th April 2019
at the Modern City Hotel, Tamale, Northern Region under the theme: “Vibrant Agricultural Value Chain
Networking; Key to National Transformation beyond Aid”.
1.1 Participation
The Event was attended by nearly 300 agricultural value chain actors, including farmers, agribusiness players,
policy makers, international development partner organizations, tractor operators, seed producers, buyers,
processors, transporters, agro companies, agro input dealers, farm equipment vendors, service providers,
ﬁnancial institutions and international development partners.
As usual, it offered an opportunity for agriculture stakeholders to plan, network and share agriculture-related
information, policies, programmes and ideas in readiness for the coming planting season. The Preseason event
provided a platform for participants to dialogue and network with other key sector stakeholders, promoting
proven agriculture innovations and new technologies. It also created opportunity for agriculture stakeholders
to make inputs into the government’s agriculture-related policies and programmes on local seed production,
agribusinesses development, agriculture technologies adoption and good agronomic practices among others.
The participants learned and shared ideas to enable them identify critical actions to build competitive
agribusinesses, establish ﬁrm marketing relationships and plan for the planting season.
1.2 Sponsorship & Exhibition
The forum offered an opportunity for companies and service providers to showcase their products and
market their brands as participants/sponsors. It also gave companies/organizations the opportunity to project
their activities through exhibition with extensive media coverage to improve their corporate image and brand
name. The event sponsors included; RMG Concept Ltd. (the Headline Sponsor), Antika Company Ltd. (the
Platinum Sponsor), Savanna Zone Agricultural Productivity Improvement Project-SAPIP (the Gold Sponsor)
and Legacy Crop Improvement Centre-LCIC (the Bronze Sponsor). See Annex … for the list of exhibitors.
1.3 Event Proceedings
Activities for the day begun at 8:00 hours with the arrival and registration of participants, issuance of
conference identification and folders containing information materials and mounting of exhibition stands. The
Event started with an opening ceremony; introduction of dignitaries and groups, opening address, brief
statements by collaborators and development partners, keynote address and official opening of the exhibition
by the special guest. This was followed with presentations; publication launch and messages from
sponsors. A brief closing ceremony in the late afternoon was held to wrap up the 2019 Preseason event
(See Annex I for the detailed Event Agenda). The Event’s Masters of Ceremony (MCs) were: Mr. Musah Salifu
Taylor, Chairman of Preseason 2019 Planning Committee and Mrs. Augusta Nyamadi-Clottey,
the Executive Secretary of NASTAG.
2.0

OPENING CEREMONY

2.1 Opening
The 9th preseason event started at approximately 9:45 hours on April 4, 2019, with an opening prayer by Mr.
Ababio. Introduction of dignitaries and group representatives was done by Musah Taylor as follows:
✓
✓
✓
✓

Chairman of NSC, Mr. Josiah Wobil
Pres. of NASTAG, Mr. T. Havor
NDA CEO’s rep., Dr. Bamba
RCD, represented the NR Minister

✓ Agric Team Leader, USIAD, Ms. Jenna
Tajchman
✓ Dir. PPRSD, Dr. Felicia Ansah-Amprofi
✓ COP, ADVANCE Project, Dr. E. Dormon
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✓ Dep. Director, DCS, Dr. Solomon Ansah,
✓ Director, DCS, Mr. Seth Akoto
✓ Agronomy and seed expert, SAPIP, Dr.
Asiedu

Some of the Dignitaries at the High Table

2.2 Opening Remarks & Purpose Statement by Mr. Thomas W. Havor, President of NASTAG
Mr. Thomas W. Havor, President of NASTAG expressed his joy about seeing everyone once again, a group
of agricultural value chain actors/stakeholders gathered in Tamale, to witness yet another important
milestone; the 9th Annual Preseason Agribusiness Networking and Exhibition Forum, which to him was a giant step
in the quest to develop the sector into a competitive, self-sustaining productive system capable of delivering
feed, food and jobs.
On behalf of the NASTAG Executive Council, he welcomed all the participants including the Guest of Honor
and other dignitaries representing government Ministries, Department and Agencies, private sector
institutions/organizations; development partners; agribusinesses, agri-inputs and seed enterprise/companies,
farmers and the media.
He recalled that, since its inception, the event had brought agriculture value chain actors/stakeholders
together to plan and network in readiness for the planting season. He outlined that this one-day event
comprised mainly opening ceremony, presentations by key stakeholder institutions and sponsors in the
morning session, a market place, exhibition and networking in the afternoon session, and a climax of closing
ceremony in the late afternoon. Mr. Havor underscored the importance of the day in terms of improving
farmers’ access to good quality inputs such as seeds, which is a major catalyst for the transformation of
agriculture sector into a highly productive system for increased good quality yields to ensure food and
nutrition security, and sustainable employment.
He further noted that, the Preseason Event provides a unique platform for agriculture value chain
actors/stakeholders to tackle critical issues such as, seed and other agri-inputs sector challenges and
opportunities. He observed that these are particularly great taking into consideration the sector’s huge
potential for national economic transformation beyond aid. Hence, the choice of the theme, “Vibrant
Agricultural Value Chain Networking, Key to National Transformation Beyond Aid”, for this year’s Preseason Event.
Finally, he expressed his sincere thanks and appreciation to: The Public Sector, Special Guests and
Representatives, researchers, the organizers, collaborators and sponsors for their technical and funding
support; the development partners for their support in establishing this platform; and also, the participating
agribusiness enterprises, farmers and exhibitors, and the media, without who this event would not happen.
He wished all a great and historic 2019 Preseason Event, whilst thanking all for the attention.

2.3 Brief Statements by Collaborators & Development Partners
The first to speak was the representative of the CEO of Northern Development Authority (NDA), Dr.
Majeed Haroun. He welcomed participants to the NDA zone, which was set up by an Act of Parliament. He
said the Authority had been building upon the pioneering work of SADA to support the development of
Agriculture through various ways: Coordinate development policy and programs for development of the zone; help
build Agriculture in the zone; provide information to farmers and other Agric value chain actors such as soil map, land
suitability map, irrigation projects proposed, energy/electricity; implement “One Village, One Dam”; and deepen Agric
financing. He hinted the Authority is in the process of establishing a development bank to help accelerate access to
finance for development. In recognition of the pivotal role of mechanization, he disclosed, the Authority’s plan
to set up about 30 mechanization centres in partnership with the private sector.
He concluded his statement by saying, it is the NDA’s belief that if agriculture is positioned properly, it would
be a significant driver of the economy of the North, whilst serving as the main source of sustainable livelihood
for the years to come. He then wished all participants a fruitful deliberation and said the NDA should always
be considered as a partner in whatever developmental interventions.
Chairman of National Seed Council (NSC), Mr. Josiah Wobil, made a brief statement. After he indicated all
protocols observed, he expressed how privileged he was to be given the opportunity to make a statement
on behalf of the NSC. He said that he and the NSC were happy to be associated with NASTAG in organizing
the Preseason 2019 event, noting that the theme chosen for the 9th event was very apt. He observed that,
the theme recognized the current facilitative Agricultural policies by government, which held high prospects
of achieving a turnaround in our economic dispensation and how it demonstrates clearly the place of quality
seeds in national development.
He briefed the gathering on how “we in these modern times followed the trend started by our forebears at
the dawn of civilization and how the practice has been used as the basis of many of the adapted cultivars”.
He also said quality seeds serve as a carrier of modernization, by not only ensuring cost-efficient increment
in farm productivity, but also more importantly carrying along with its usage, and introduction of modern
concepts in good agricultural practices to meet human needs in nutrition and health etc.
He mentioned that seed played an active role in early man’s settlement in communities, noting that seed
development strategy at the time of industrial revolution allowed great amount of labour to be freed up for
development of industry, particularly with improved yield. He observed that Ghana has continued this trend;
since the establishment of the Seed Multiplication Unit (SMU) in 1958, when MOFA undertook development
of seed industry through stages. He reiterated that quality seeds have served as agents of modernization;
catalysts for industrialization/modernization
He concluded by saying that the forum should be seen as one more step in the ever-running continuum of
our efforts to ensure seed security for mother Ghana, and that NSC congratulates NASTAG and partners
for making this function possible to support the seed industry, and ensure quality for high profitability. He
wished all a very good Preseason Networking and Agribusiness Forum.
Ms. Jenna Tajchman, Agric Team Leader, USAID Ghana EG office said she was delighted to be at the Event
on behalf of the United State Agency for International Development (USAID); She said the USAID under the
U.S Government’s Feed the Future initiative, was proud to be part of the initiation of the Preseason event 9
years ago, since it serves as a platform where all agric value chain actors involved in the production of
agricultural commodities in Northern Ghana come together and share ideas. She noted that, its continuation
highlights strong leadership in the agricultural development landscape in the country.
Ms. Tajchman in her statement recognized MoFA and the private sector sponsors of the event. She mentioned
that USAID is always pleased to partner with Ghana, and together would resolve Ghana’s agricultural
development challenges. Ms. Tajchman mentioned that USAID want to walk with Ghana in its journey to self-

reliance. She indicated that USAID’s goal is to see Ghana, a strong, vibrant, well governed and prosperous
country succeed so it can serve as a model for all sub Saharan Africa and a good partner for the U.S in trade,
exchange of good and services, and sharing of innovative ideas.
Ms. Tajchman informed that USAID has developed a 5-year Food Security country strategy. The 2-prong
approach, is to improve agriculture-led growth, resilience and nutrition in 17 districts, focusing on maize,
groundnut and cowpea and secondly make select investments targeting higher-value commercial crop across
Ghana to support agricultural sector transformation by diversifying and increasing Ghana’s agricultural
exports.
She elaborated that the 1st prong includes: helping Ghana bridge the north-south divide; Strengthening its
ability to manage and finance its own development journey; and Positioning the country to transition from a
recipient of U.S. development assistance, to a U.S. strategic trade partner. Secondly, undertake projects to:
select strategic investment targeting high value crops; help address Food and Nutrition security challenges;
build government, private and civil society partners and increase income of small-scale farmers in the
Northern Ghana.
Concluding, she said she was confident that together, we could transform agriculture in Northern Ghana,
and then wished us a productive and bountiful 2019 season.
Mr. Felix Darimaani, Project Coordinator, Savanna Zone Agricultural Productivity Improvement Project
(SAPIP) in his brief remarks mentioned that the theme for this year’s Event was apt considering the project’s
vision of Ghana beyond aid. He further added that SAPIP was happy to associate themselves with NASTAG
in organizing this event. Mr. Darimaani took the opportunity to market SAPIP very well. He indicated that
the project, funded by African development Bank (AfDB), exists to support the PFJ campaign, ensure food
and nutrition security, create jobs and wealth, support farmer productivity and strengthen agribusiness and
to increase incomes.
He said the project operates in 7 districts in 4 regions, and currently supports breeders; rehabilitation of
seed processing; soil fertility improvement for high value crops; PFJ; improved seeds to farmers; agric value
chain; infrastructure development, which includes transport, feeder roads, rehabilitation of some irrigation
sites and warehouses.
Mr. Darimani informed that the unit working on improvement of seed and fertilizer had a stand at the
exhibition, an urged all to pass by to get more information. He thanked the organizers for the opportunity
offered to SAPIP to be part of the event, thanked all and wished participants a successful event.
In a brief statement, Dr. Felicia Ansah-Amprofi, Director, Plant Protection & Regulatory Services Directorate
(PPRSD) of MoFA, also indicated that she was particularly fascinated by the 2019 event theme. She said it
resonated with the President of Ghana’s vision of transforming Ghana beyond Aid, and acknowledged that it
explains why the Hon. Minister of Food and Agriculture is working so hard to realize this vision.
She thanked and congratulated NASTAG for coming out with such an appropriate theme for the august
occasion. Dr. Ansah-Amprofi in her address also touched on the improving policy, legal and regulatory
framework for the seed sector, in view of the challenges the seed sector is faced with, she noted that the PFJ
Campaign has led to increased production of seed in the country. Concluding, Dr. Ansah-Amprofi
acknowledged the support the seed sector received from the USAID FTF Ghana programme, which facilitated
collaborative work with PPRSD and the institutionalization of the Preseason event.
Mr. Seth Osei-Akoto, Director of the Directorate of Crop Services (DCS) of MoFA, also expressed how
grateful he was to be part of the Preseason event. He specially congratulated the sponsors who made the
event happen for all agric value chain actors. He noted that it was prudent for all agricultural value chain
actors to assemble and interact to build partnership, and to network prior to the onset of farming season.

He said this would help to improve agribusiness, especially for smallholder farmers. He observed that the
Directorate of Crop Services (DCS) has been collaborating with NASTAG in strengthening the capacity of
Association and its members regarding seed policy issues. He indicated that in view of the need to increase
production of certified Rice seeds, the government has signed contract with selected seed producers to grow
6,000MT of seed Rice to reduce Rice imports. He assured that the DCS will continue to strengthen its
collaboration with the private sector to ensure that quality seeds are available, affordable and closer to the
doorstep of farmers. Mr. Seth-Akoto concluded by encouraging all to take advantage of the forum to improve
their agribusinesses. He thanked NASTAG and collaborators for the event.
2.4 Presentation on “Implications of the passage of the Seed Regulations” by Director of GSID of
PPRSD/MoFA, Mr. Eric B. Quaye
Mr. Eric B. Quaye introduced his presentation by stressing on the importance of quality seed in the
development of the agriculture sector. He indicated what seed regulations are, and enumerated the current
legislations on seeds. Mr. Quaye went on to present the purpose of the seed certification and standards, and
the object of seed certification. He further explained what seed certification is, and the role of the certifying
authority. He concluded his presentation on the implications of the passed seed regulations for producers,
conditioners and dealers, and the regulators or authority. Highlights of the presentation on “implications of
the passage of the seed regulations” by Mr. Eric B. Quaye were as follows:
INTRODUCTION
•
Quality seeds are pre-requisite to successful agriculture and constitute a major pathway for the
achievement of national food security goals.
•
Particularly for countries such as Ghana, where agriculture is the prime mover of the national
economy, there is great need to ensure the availability and widespread utilization of quality seeds adapted
to the croplands where the varieties are to be grown.
•
Equally important, the institutions and structures required to support the implementation of the
seed industry activities should be streamlined and properly equipped and managed to ensure that the seed
programme plays its required role in agricultural development.
WHAT ARE SEED REGULATIONS?
✓
The Seed Law and its accompanying Regulations are the legally-binding guiding principles and
procedures to follow in providing technical and regulatory seed services to the agricultural clientele in an
effective and efficient manner.
✓
The quality and the identity (variety) of seed in the market cannot be reliably assessed by farmers at
the time of purchase.
✓
Seed laws are thus primarily meant to protect the seed value- chain actors
CURRENT LEGISLATIONS ON SEEDS:
1.
The National Seed Policy, 2013
2.
Plants and Fertilizer Act, 2010 (Act 803)
3.
Plant Protection Regulations, 2012 (L.I. 2193).
4.
Regulations c/REG/5/05/2(ECOWAS)
5.
Bio-safety Act, 2011 (Act 831) (Regulates GMO process.)
6.
Seeds (Certification and Standards) Regulations, 2018
PURPOSE OF THE SEEDS (CERTIFICATION AND STANDARDS) REGULATIONS:
✓
Safeguard the interest of farmers against the use of poor-quality seeds and misleading claims
✓
Safeguard the interest of seed producers and dealers
✓
Contribute to the monitoring of exportation, importation and commercial transactions in seeds
and related matters.

OBJECT OF SEED CERTIFICATION:
To maintain high quality seeds of crop varieties produced and handled, and make them available for
distribution so as to ensure proper identity and genetic purity.
SEED CERTIFICATION:
(1)
The Ghana Seed Inspection Division of the Plant Protection and Regulatory Services Directorate of
the Ministry of Food and Agriculture shall certify seeds in Ghana.
(2)
The Ghana Seed Inspection Division shall apply general and specific rules and regulations as well as
field and seed standards to a crop grown for the purpose of producing seed certified in Ghana
(3)
The standards for field and seed certification of a crop issued by the Economic Community of West
African States shall apply to the certification of the crop in the country, where field and seed certification
standards do not exist in the country in respect of that crop
ROLE OF THE CERTIFYING AUTHORITY
(1)
Registration of seed importers, exporters, growers and cleaners
(2)
Seed quality assurance services
(3)
Seed inspection and certification
(4)
Capacity building of seed value-chain actors
(5)
Sensitization of major seed stakeholders on the regulations
(6)
Enforcement of the Regulations
IMPLICATIONS FOR PRODUCERS, CONDITIONERS AND DEALERS:
Know what is required of them before, during and after seed production/multiplication
Ensure your registration status is active
Prepare adequately and effectively to execute your responsibilities
Follow standards prescribed by the regulations
Acquaint yourselves with the provisions of the regulation bothering on your activities. E.g.
Production site, Packaging and labelling, weights and storage conditions
IMPLICATIONS FOR REGULATORS OR CERTIFYING AUTHORITY:
Empowers the regulator to carry out its work effectively as defined by the law
Provide the necessary platform for the regulation of seed activity within the country i.e. through
the setting of standards for enforcement of quality assurance
Provides the legal backing and thus ability for the regulator to partner with other law enforcers to
effectively discharge punitive measures
Ghana Seed Inspection Division (GSID) of PPRSD is required to be well acquainted with the
Regulation in order to effectively and efficiently discharge its duties.
CONCLUSION:
❑
Prior to the passage of the Seed Regulation in 2018, most seed producers were quite unsure of the
standards expected of them by the certifying authority.
❑
The passage of the Seed Law, ECOWAS Seed Regulation (ratification) and the National Seed
Regulation provides the framework for effective seed regulation and certification activity in the country
❑
Hence effective sensitization of the Seed Regulation is necessary for all participating stakeholders to
effectively contribute to the development of the industry.
2.5 Message from RMG Concept Ltd., the Headline Sponsor
Mr. Dela Nyarko on behalf of the headline Sponsor, RMG Concept Ltd. expressed thanks to NASTAG and
partners for making it possible for agriculture stakeholders to once again meet to interact and network for
the benefits of their businesses and their clients. He stated that RMG Concept Ltd is a leader in the agriinput industry, and will continue to play a leading role in the industry through partnerships and collaborations
within NASTAG and other key stakeholders in the agriculture sector. He wished all very fruitful business
networking at the forum.

Dela Nyarko presenting RMG’s Message

2.6 Keynote Address & Official Opening of Exhibitions by Dr. Sagre Bambagi, Hon. Dep.
Minister (Crops), on behalf of the Hon. Minister, MoFA
To begin with, the Hon. Deputy Minister stated his pleasure and honour to be part of the event, which is a
gathering of agriculture sector stakeholders and value chain actors across Ghana. Accordingly, he thanked
the organizers, NASTAG and its collaborators for their efforts in ensuring that, the 2019 Preseason
Agribusiness Networking and Exhibition forum became a reality. He was content that this was possible
particularly in view of the fact that it had previously been an annual event initiated and funded by development
partners – the USAID Feed the Future Ghana ATT and ADVANCE, which had now folded up.
He also commended the event sponsors, participants and exhibitors for appreciating the value of this august
event and saw the need to sustain it in the light of receding donor support. To him, it clearly demonstrated
that efforts aimed at getting the private sector in Ghana to gradually but actively take full command over
agriculture as the engine of economic growth, was yielding positive results.
The Hon. Deputy Minister acknowledged the importance of the Preseason Event as it provided a very
convenient platform for stakeholders including agribusinesses, famers, public sector policy/regulatory agents,
researchers, equipment and service providers and other important agriculture sector players to converge to
network, share ideas, discover best practices, innovations, new technologies and build relationships, in
preparation for the coming cropping season.
He stated emphatically that the government of His Excellency, Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo Addo take due
cognizance of the role of agriculture in extricating the masses from poverty and underdevelopment, by
ensuring food security, sustainable employment and overall improving incomes. He further noted that it is in
this regard that the government had developed and begun implementing policies and programmes aimed at
revamping the agriculture sector to support the county’s economic growth. He mentioned the
implementation of programmes such as the, Planting for Food and Jobs, Rearing for Food and Jobs, and key
projects like the SAPIP, GASIP and GCAP and specific commodity development programmes are some of
the key public sector investment drives to strengthen the agriculture sector.
He observed that, although Ghana is currently enjoying the enormous contributions of its development
partners in the agriculture sector, Government recognizes that the onus of increasing economic growth lies
solely on the stakeholders to harness local resources for total development of the country. So, the
Government’s strategy is informed by the understanding that agricultural transformation is one of the
productive ways to move the country’s development beyond aid. He emphasized that “we can surely achieve

this development goal when we recognize and support key private sector players to turn on the keys to
agriculture sector development, by seriously taking advantage of the investment climate and the enabling
environment being fostered in the policies, porgammes and projects being implemented by Government and
its partners”. The private sector’s tasks in this regard is make contributions to the sector by improving the
development, availability and access to improved inputs such as quality seeds and fertilizers, equipment and
suitable services and products among the value chain actors.
He was excited and fascinated that the 2019 Preseason event was being fully led by NASTAG, and the event
theme, “Vibrant Agricultural Value Chain Networking, key to National Transformation Beyond Aid”, fell in line with
the Government’s vision. He said that it implied the Government was doing something right in the interest
of the private sector, no matter how difficult it might be, referring to 2019 PFJ input supply modalities. On
the way, he expressed hope and support of Government for a continued and sustained national platform
event as it provided for communication and exchange of major Government policy decisions, best practices,
new innovations, stronger value chain actor linkages, partnerships and synergies for the systematic progress
of the agriculture sector.
On this note, on behalf of the President and Government, he declared the 2019 Preseason event duly opened,
and then wished all participants, happy, enjoyable and fruitful interactions at the event. He thanked all for the
attention.
2.7 Scenes of Exhibitions and Networking; Market Place & Trading Sessions
The official opening of the Exhibition at the 2019 Preseason event was done by the Deputy Minister of Food
and Agriculture, in Charge of Food Crops, Dr. Sagre Bambagi. He was ably supported by Mr. Havor, President
of NASTAG, Seth Osei-Akoto, Director, DCS/MoFA, Dr. Mrs. Felica Ansah-Amprofi, Director of
PPRSD/MoFA and the other dignitaries such as; Mr. Josiah Wobil, the Chairman of NSC, Mr. Felix Darimani,
Coordinator of SAPIP and Ms. Augusta Nyamadi-Clottey, Executive Secretary of NASTAG.
Some pictorial depiction of the scenes of exhibition and networking are presented as follows:

Hon. Deputy Minister, Food & Agriculture opening the Exhibition and interacting with Exhibitors

3.0

PRESENTATIONS, PUBLICATION LAUNCH & MESSAGES

3.1 Presentation on “61 years of Commercial Seed Business in Ghana: Myth or Reality”, By Amos
Rutherford Azinu, Team Lead, Research & Innovation, LCIC
Before the introduction, Mr. Amos Rutherford Azinu begun his presentation by posing an oxymoron on the
seed industry in Africa. During introduction he painted the global seed market, bringing to the fore the
negligible share of Africa (3.38%) on the global seed market. He went on to give a snapshot on the historical
evidence of hybrid seed production in Ghana from 1958 to 2010.
He pointed out that the missing gap in
development of the seed industry has been
ineffective partnerships; public-private. He
concludes that effective partnerships will
guarantee change from old to new seed business
management that would grow the industry to
ensure improved quality, availability, affordability,
accessibility of quality seeds.
Mr. Amos Rutherford Azinu, CEO, LCIC

Highlights of Mr. Azinu’s presentation on “61 years of commercial seed business in Ghana; myth or reality”, are
presented as follows:
Unpalatable Oxymoron: “It has often been said that you can get a bottle of coke in any Ghanaian village but
you cannot find seed”.
Is Africa a significant player in Global Seed Industry?

Continent
North
America
Europe
Asia Pacific
South America
Africa
Total

Share of Global Seed
Market
($ ‘Billion)
17.54
9.60
15.78
4.98
1.91(3.83%)
49.81

Share of the Global Seed Market (Source: Market Insights, 2015).
INTRODUCTION
What is Africa’s share of Global Seed Market Revenue?
•
The value of the global seed market has tripled since 2000 and reached approximately USD 50
billion in 2014
•
Globally, North America occupies the largest market share, and together with Europe, constitutes
more than 50% of the global seed market
•
Currently, the market is highly competitive and top companies are adopting strategies, such as,
mergers & acquisitions, to increase their share in the seed market.
•
The global seed market is expected to witness a CAGR of 7.1% during 2017-2022.
•
The global seed market is segmented, by geography, into North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific,
South America, and Africa
•
Asia-Pacific, fastest-growing segment, during the forecast period, at a CAGR of 8.2%, followed by
South America. China is the second biggest seed market in the world, right behind the US.
SNAPSHOT ON HISTORICAL EVIDENCE OF HYBRID SEED PRODUCTION IN GHANA
(1958 – 2010)
❑
1958 - Hybrid Maize Production Unit. The first-time commercial seed business was
established
❑
1961- Seed Multiplication Unit (OPVs production)
❑
1969 - Started contract growers’ scheme, but was producing basic seed on its own field
❑
1970 - Grain & Legume Development Board (GLBD) was established
❑
1979- Ghana Seed Company (GSC). A state owned semi-autonomous parastatal body resumed seed
responsibilities
❑
1989 - GSC was privatized
❑
1990s - Sasakawa Global 2000 (SG 2000) provided substantial supports to privatization of seed
industry. An Example of PPP?
❑
1996 - “Mamaba” First locally bred hybrid maize was released.

Challenges:
O
Inadequate production & poor quality of EGS
O
Unavailability and inaccessibility of EGS
O
Weak market structures
O
Poor quality certified seeds
O
Inability to assess market demand for seeds
O
Lack of information on existing varieties
O
Slow commercialization of newly released varieties.
Radical? But true…
“The key challenge for any vibrant seed system success will be seed production and dissemination, and the
key linkage needed to accomplish this is the linkage between breeders and farmers”.
The most important, missing, part of the solution is …… a Vibrant Private Sector Participation.
New Path?
2010 – Plants and Fertilizer Act 2010, Act 803
2011- Biosafety Act 831 (Regulates GMO process)
2012 -Plant Protection Regulations, LI 2193
2013 - National Seed Policy
2018 – Seed Certification and Standard Regulations
Successful Seed Systems
O
Availability: For a specific crop variety all seed classes are available in sufficient quantities to meet
existing demand.
O
Accessibility: A sufficient number of delivery channels are in place to reach smallholder farmers.
O
Affordability: At the final point of sale, each seed variety is available at prices that are affordable
for most smallholder farmers.
O
Quality: The quality of seed on the market must meet farmers expectations, labelled specifications,
and/or regulated standards.
O
AT THE CENTRE: Farmers awareness creation
Why hybrid seed maize?
The Premise: Improved hybrid seeds can deliver state of the art technology to farmers: higher yields, disease
and pest resistance, climate change adaptation, improved nutrition, longer shelf life, etc.
But there is the question: If improved seed is that great, why is the adoption rate so low?
Low use of improved cultivars:
Country
Rate of adoption of improved
seed (%)
Mali
0.3
Ghana
1
Angola
5
Nigeria
5
Mozambique
11
Tanzania
18
Ethiopia
19
Malawi
22
Uganda
35
Kenya
72
Zambia
73
Zimbabwe
80
Average = 28% (Source: Langyintuo et al., 2010)

What are we doing wrong?
O
To optimize seed adoption rate, there is a need for industry players to consider traits that
command price advantage and also traits that are essential for retaining comparative advantage.
What farmers pay for in the seed is genetic gain for consistent yield increases. Genetic gain could
only happen through research
THE MISSING GAP
Guess what is missing? Partnerships: Public-Private Partnership; Private-Public Partnership; Private-Private
Partnership.
Private-Public Partnership
✓
Deeper Engagement, Stronger Relationship, Multiple Dimension, long-term (access to public sector
expertise and private sector injection of resources)
✓
Increase availability, accessibility and affordability of quality Seeds
✓
Private Sector become … Productive; Competitive; Profitable; Grow
Elements: Private – Public Partnership
•
Mutual Benefits (NARIs and Private Sector)
•
Commitment to Continuity (Shared interest, terms of engagement, etc.)
•
Transparency to build TRUST
•
Incentives among partners-Key Ingredient to Partner
•
Responsiveness (Basis for Sustainability)
•
Championing/Facilitating
Changing Role of Seed Business Managers: New Seed Business Managers versus old Managers
O
Will link to research and other seed business entities
O
Support research not just by royalties but also advocate for the best breeding partners
O
Constantly think about his/her partners
O
Will not try to “do it all” as a cottage business
3.2 Message from ANTIKA Company Ltd., the Platinum Sponsor
Presentation on the Platinum Sponsor ANTIKA Company Ltd. was done by Mr. Seidu Mubarak Abdulai, the
Deputy Managing Director. He gave a brief profile of the company, its activities; seed production and
processing, marketing and distribution, partnership in the supply of seeds to the 2019 PFJ, as well as the
company outlook moving forward. On the company, Mr. Mubarak stated that:
•
ANTIKA Company Limited was established and incorporated in 2004 under the laws of Ghana
Private Company Act of 1962. It is one of the largest local seed company with a production strength of 1,500
metric tons of seeds including hybrids. Antika Ltd supports over 6,000 Smallholder farmers in maize, rice,
groundnut and soybean production with input credit. It has staff strength of 45 permanent (21 males and 24
females) and over 210 casual labor (over 70% women).
•
ANTIKA Company Ltd. undertakes activities such as: Production of high-quality seeds (both OPVs
and Hybrids); Sales of fertilizer and agro-chemicals; Operation of agricultural mechanization center (AMC);
and Aggregation of farm produce. The table below presents the quantities and varieties of seed ANTIKA
Company produced and processed in the last three years (2016 to 2018):

Variety
Sanzal-sima
Wang-data
Bihilifa
Ewul-Boyu
Ewul-Boyu (Foundation Seed)
Wang-dataa (Foundation Seed)
Wang-Basing (Hybrid)
Opeaburo (Hybrid)
TOTAL

Year & Quantity (MT)
2016
2017
2018
154.1
184.4
354.6
96.4
118.4
429.6
85.9
103.1
131.8
78.69
68.6
79.5
3.2
7.1
8.3
4.21
3.75
4.2
0
0
43.1
0
51
68.4
422.5
536.35 1,119.50

•
In the areas of marketing and distribution, Antika: Operates distribution chain with over 120 input
dealers; Supplies seeds and other inputs to 55 FBOs, planting over 15,000 acres of land; Serves as a major
seed supply under the government’s (PFJ) programme; distributes over 10 tons of seed in communities using
seed distribution vans; conducts distribution of “starter packs” comprising seed, fertilizer, planting lines and
GAPs instructions; conducts Demonstration Plots (over 20 demos annually); mounts Radio Adverts and Talk
shows (English and local); organizes 20 Field days; develops fliers and brochures; mounts Community video
screening; and sponsors farmers durbars (incl. Preseason and Pre-harvest, Farmers’ Day, etc.).
•
The company has been a key implementing partner of the Government’s Planting for Food and Jobs
program, and under 2019 PFJ , it serves as: one of the key seed suppliers, supplying seed such as OPV maize,
Hybrid Maize, Rice and Vegetables; a key distributor of fertilizer; open to supply FBOs and Nucleus farmers
in bulk at the subsidy price; and Aggregation Center for beneficiary farmers.
•
In its outlook, moving forward, ANTIKA Company plans to secure: Partnerships; Government’s
support to local seed companies; Promotion of irrigation farming; and Support on Mechanization Services.
Accordingly, the Company recognizes the partners such as: NASTAG; MOFA; AGRA; MADE; MEDA; GIZMOAP; USAID-ATT; USAID-ADVANCE; USAID-FinGAP; CSIR-SARI; CSIR-CRI; WACCI; LCIC; HERITAGE
SEEDS; M&B SEEDS; CIMMYT; IITA; and ARIKU Seeds.
3.3 Launch of Publications
Two major publications were launched at the event; the first to be launched by the Chairman of the National
Seed Council (NSC), Mr. Josiah Wobil, was the Seed Directory 2019 for Seed Companies and Seed
Producers. This maiden copy of the Seed Directory does not only contain the contact details of seed
companies and producers in the country, but also contained the national catalogue of seed and plant varieties
and species. Few copies were actioned at the event.

Mr. Musah Taylor displaying a copy of the Seed Directory 2019

The second publication to be launched was the “The Seed Production Manual: “Principles & Practices od Seed
Production in Ghana”, and this was done by the manual production Technical Lead, Mr. Achaab, formerly of
ATT project.
3.4 Message from the Savannah Zone Agricultural Productivity Improvement Project (SAPIP),
the Gold Sponsor
Dr. Ernest Asiedu delivered the message from SAPIP. He indicated that SAPIP is a project of the Ministry of
Food and Agriculture (MoFA), financed by loan facility from the African Development Bank (AfDB) with the
overall objective to transform Agricultural Value Chain for food and nutrition security, and job and wealth
creation in the Savannah Zone. Besides the introduction of what SAPIP is, he went on further to underscore
the importance agri-inputs in the transformation of the agriculture sector for the development of the
economy. Hence the decision to be an active partner in the organization of the Preseason Event. He
commended NASTAG and its partners for working tireless to bring to reality the days event. Dr. Asiedu
reassured SAPIP’s readiness to work all stakeholders to ensure that farmers in the Savannah Zone have
improved access to quality inputs, including seeds, in order to increase their productivity.
3.5 Presentation of Certificates of Honour
As part of the key activities of the event, all the sponsors were duly recognized during the presentation of
Certificates of Honour session. This was particularly necessary of the fact that these sponsors responded to
the call by NASTAG to the private sector to demonstrate their capacity to hold the event in spite of the
conspicuous pullout of donor support. The gesture shown by the sponsors was indeed deserving of
commendation.

Mr. Wobil, NSC Chairman presenting Certificate to Mr. Mubaraka, Asst. Manager of ANTIKA Ltd

This session was also received as honouring of the dignitaries, who were called upon to
do the presentations; the NSC Chairman, the USAID Agriculture Team Leader etc.

Ms. Tajchman presenting Certificate to Mr. Azinu, CEO of LCIC

4.0

CLOSING CEREMONY

A brief closing ceremony was held to officially mark the end of the 2019 preseason agribusiness networking
and exhibition forum. The participants received brief remarks from Mr. Thomas Havor, President of
NASTAG, Dr. Ernest Asiedu of SAPIP and Mr. Josiah Wobil, Chairman of NSC.

In his closing remarks, Mr. Thomas Havor, the President of NASTAG reiterated how satisfied he was to have
witnessed such a successful event. He noted that this could not have been possible without the support and
collaboration NASTAG enjoyed from stakeholders from both the public and private sectors, NASTAG’s
membership, the Secretariat and Event Planning Committee. He explained that the success of the day’s event
brought fulfilment to NASTAG’s plans to scale up the pre-season to the national level, with possible event
rotational hosting among the various ecological zone in the country. He once again thanked the sponsors,
participants, and all stakeholders for their contributions in making the 2019 pre-season event a reality.
Dr. Asiedu, the SAPIP representative also expressed thanks to NASTAG and its collaborators, as well the
Event Planning Committee for their hard work in seeing to the successful organization of the 2019 Preseason.
In view of the relevance of the event to the ideals and goals of SAPIP, he assured the gathering of the project’s
support to the institutionalization of the Preseason.
Finally, Mr. Wobil, the NSC Chair also indicated his sincere appreciation of the event, and indicated once
again that the NSC was delighted to be associated with the NASTAG and its partners in overseeing a
successful event on the day. He reiterated the significance of seed in transforming agriculture development
in Ghana. He called for more attention in implementing a seed strategy, which included the National Seed
Policy and the National Seed Plan. He assured the gathering of the NSC support in the consolidation of the
event as one of the platforms for enriching collaborations, guaranteeing farmers’ access to quality seeds,
related agri-inputs and other vital services for efficient agricultural production in the coming farming season
and beyond.
PRE-SEASON 2019 EVALUATION REPORT
NASTAG Secretariat developed and emailed a questionnaire for evaluation of the 2019 Pre-season event to
all the participants few days after it was held. The questionnaire solicited participants’
assessments/views/opinions on important indicators such as; information about the event,
speeches/presentations, overall organization and suggestions for improvement of subsequent events.
This evaluation report presents analysis of eight respondents who consequently emailed completed
questionnaires back to the Secretariat (see Annex V for detailed evaluation analysis). Highlights of the evaluation
analysis are as follows:
Information about event: Participants’ views on the timeliness of the information, as well as the adequacy of
the information for their decision on the event were sought. Majority of them indicated timeliness of
information was very good, excellent or average. Again, majority of them also rated adequacy of the
information as very good, excellent or good.
Relevance and usefulness/benefits of the speeches and presentations, and trading or business exchanges/deals at the
event: Majority rated the relevance of the speeches and presentations as good or very good. However, few
did not offer any responses. Majority also rated the usefulness/benefits of the speeches as good or very
good. However, participants provided mixed responses on the trading or business exchange/deals; it was
mostly average or good.
The participants’ overall assessment of the organization of the event was largely very good or excellent. Only
few rated at it average.
Generally, the participants’ comments and suggestions for improvement were as follows:
✓
Few thoughts more Private companies rather than government and its agencies should be
encouraged;
✓
Many said it went well and more room for improvement;
✓
Few mentioned subsidies for farmers;

✓
Few also thought there were not enough farmer groups compared with the past events, and
recommended that some farmer groups that might not have enough funds to exhibit their produce have
some form of support; and
✓
Few also said it is also advisable to bring processors along the value chain of various indigenous, but
health related crops.
However, a few did not provide their general comments/suggestions for improvement.

ANNEX
I. Preseason Event 2019 Agenda
TIME
8.009.00am
9.0010.30am

10.3011.00am
11.00am12.30pm

12.301.30pm
1.303.30pm
3.004.00pm

ACTIVITY
Registration of Participants
Opening Ceremony
Opening Prayer
Introduction of Dignitaries & Groups
Opening Remarks & Statement of Purpose
Welcome Address
Brief Statements:
•
CEO, Northern Development Authority
•
Chairman, National Seed Council
•
Agric Team Leader, Economic Growth Office of USAID Ghana
•
Project Coordinator, SAPIP
•
Director, PPRSD / MOFA
•
Director, DCS / MOFA
Presentation:
Implementation of the Passage of the Seed Regulations (10 Mins)
Message from Headline Sponsor (15 Mins)
Keynote Address & Official Opening of Exhibitions
Official Opening of Exhibition, Networking & Snacks

RESPONSIBLE PERSON
Event Secretariat &
Partners
Volunteer Participant
MC
NASTAG President
Northern Regional Minister
Collaborators &
Development Partners

Director, GSID / PPRSD
RMG Ghana Ltd.
Hon. Minister, MOFA
Hon. Minister, MOFA

Presentations, Publication Launch & Messages
Presentation: 61 years of commercial seed business in Ghana: myth or
reality
Messages from Platinum Sponsor (10mins)
Launch of Publications:
•
Launching of Seed Directory 2019
•
Launching of Seed Production Manual: “Principles & Practices
of Seed Production in Ghana.”
Message from Gold Sponsor
Presentation of Certificates
Lunch Break & Networking

All Participants

Networking, Market Place & Trading Sessions

All Participants

Closing Ceremony
Open Forum & Event Evaluation
Chairman’s Closing Remarks
Announcements

Antika Company Ltd.

SAPIP
Vice President, NASTAG
All Participants

II. List of Exhibitors
#
1.

Company
/Organization
RMG Ghana
Ltd.

2.

WAATCO

3.
4.

TROTRO
Tractor Ltd.
Rainbow

5.

MADE

6.

HTC

7.

IrriGate

8.

Qualiseed

9.

Antika
Company Ltd.
LCIC

10.

11.

J Ababio Farms,
Wenchi

12.

SAPIP

13.

HortiFresh

14.

Yara

15.

CSIR-SARI

16.

USAID /
ACDIVOCA

17.

MK

18.
19.

KATA Solar
CSIR-CRI

Contact

What they do
Offer a broad range of solution oriented agricultural inputs to farmers,
incl. high value hybrids that increases productivity and assures high
level of yield to farmer; agronomic and technical services to farmers,
and up-to-date customer services
West Africa Agro-Tech Company (GH) Ltd. is the exclusive distributor of
a broad range of SONALIKA Agric tractors, combined harvesters and
matching accessories; KIRLOSKAR Power Generating sets & HERO
Motorcycles in Ghana
An agricultural technology company that connects smallholder farmers
with tractors and other farm machinery using feature phones.
Rainbow Agrosciences Company Ltd is a leading crop protection
company that produces, distributes and markets agrochemicals of high
quality of international standard to enhance the productivity and
profitability of Ghanaian famers since 2015
The MADE programme works to promote growth and reduce poverty in
the Northern Savannah Ecological Zone by improving how agricultural
markets function.
Player in the development of construction in Ghana with a primary
focus on building materials, construction equipment and power tools,
founded in 2008 with 5 branches across the country.
Established as a subsidiary of Hatoum Trading Company to provide
innovative and efficient agriculture and irrigation solutions to farmers
across Ghana
Is on the quest to build a sustainable seed business by empowering
farmers with quality seeds and good farm practices to improve yields
and better lives.
Antika is established to provide a wide range of agricultural products
and services to farmers across the Northern Zone of Ghana
LCIC is a private seed business entity and consulting firm specializing in
production and marketing of hybrid foundation seeds, registered in
Ghana in 2015. The company is the only private company in Ghana
wholly involved in hybrid foundation seed production and marketing
and headquartered in Koforidua, Eastern Region of Ghana.
J Ababio Farms, a seed production company started on a five-acre Maize
farm at Wenchi in the Brong Ahafo Region in 1990, and was fully
registered in 2001. It was initially operated with one permanent staff
and some labourers.
The Savannah Zone Agricultural Improvement Project (SAPIP) is a
project of the Ministry of Food and Agriculture, financed by a loan
facility from African development Bank (AfDB) with the overall
objective to transform agricultural value chains for food and nutrition
security, job and wealth creation in the Savannah Zone.
HortiFresh is a programme supported by the Embassy of the Kingdom
of the Netherlands, which has produced prioritized commercial
agriculture in its strategic plan of moving from Aid to Trade.
Established in 2007, Yara Ghana’s premium quality fertilizers have
helped farmers to improve yields and profitability and have become the
favorite of farmers in the cocoa sector and other crop areas such as
cereals (Maize, Rice, Sorghum, Millet etc.), vegetables, etc.
SARI conducts research into food and fiber crops of northern Ghana to
develop technologies to enhance productivity
USAID ADVANCE is a five-year project implemented by a Consortium
led by ACDI/VOCA. The main goal is to increase the competitiveness of
the Maize, Rice and Soya bean value chains in Ghana.
MK International Company, popularly known as Motorking Company
Ltd. are the pioneers of intermediate means for both Petrol and Diesel
tricycles in Northern Ghana.
All your solar PV and electrical power needs
CRI has a broad research mandate covering all food and industrial crops.
These include Maize, Rice, Cowpea, Soybean and Groundnut. Others are

#

Company
/Organization

20.

Tiyumba Farms

21.

Agrihouse

22.

Tikola Ltd.

23.

Farmer Pride

24.
25.
26.
27.

PAG Farms
Heritage Seeds
RST
PAASUNG

Contact

What they do
Cassava, Yam, Cocoyam, Sweet potato, vegetables and Fruit crops,
Plantain and Bananas.
Tiyumba Farms and Investments Ltd provides farmers with climate
smart green solutions to improve yields of farmers
Agrihouse Foundation is a non-governmental organization involved in
agricultural capacity building, innovation and project management
organization with special focus on changing the perception of and
consciously shaping the conversation on agriculture through the
promotions of people-impact programmes
Tikola Ltd is the sole distributor of East West Seeds in Ghana. Varieties
that are adaptable to Ghanaian environment, resistant to diseases,
tolerant to pest, earliness to maturity and extended harvesting period.
We complement our seed sales with agronomic supports,
demonstrations and training for free, the results of our activities are
higher income to farmers due to higher yields, easy to market because
of quality and extended shelf life.
Farmer Pride Company is into production and market of top-quality
certified seeds and aggregation of other farm produce.
A leading Seed producer in the Middle Belt
A leading Seed Producer in the North
A leading agricultural equipment company

III. List of Participants
#

NAME

ORGANIZATION

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Pearl Ackah
Gloria Odoom
Jenna Tajchman
Dr. Ernest Asiedu
Dr. Felicia A. Amprofi
Eric Bentil Quaye
Solomon Gyan Ansah
Seth Osei Akoto
Josua Adjorlolo
Jeffery Duoch
Martin Drevon
Apraku Gyan
Johnson Ababio
Kofi Owusu Daniel
Mark Anti
Samata Abdulai
Martin Nartey
Edwin Quaye
Felix N. Darimaani
Daniel Akansake
Bashiru Musah Dokurugu
Dr. S. S. Buah
Abdulai Abdul Razak
Issahaku Zakari
Alhassan Fusheini
Samuel Fosu
Oteng Isaac
Ashina Joseph Prince

USAID
USAID
USAID
SAPIP-MoFA
PPRSD- MoFA
PPRSD-MoFA
DCS, MoFA
DCS
Polytex industries
Polytex industries
Callighana
PAGFARMS
J Ababio Farms
Federation group
CSIR-CRI
ACDEP
RMG
RMG
SAPIP/ MoFA
CIP
AGRA
SARI
UDS
Mayiya
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS

29
30

Baba A. Sadik
Boye Momo Dorcas
Issahaku Suleman
Alhassan
Morgan Agor

31
32

CONTACT
NUMBER
0244331241
0540116262
0544312056
0550603653
0244951912
0244066655
0208133029
0244384493
0243024619
0209045877
0208221787
0208808078
0249899199
0244449110
0242707805
0242100256
0541187932
0244582508
0249485491
0242902465
0244478940
0245123567
0209105146
0554883087
0541012972
0545408644
020583619

UDS
UDS

0248748880
0550076907

UDS
RHINOSAS

0248397701
0247510688

E-MAIL
packah@usaid.gov
godoom@usaid.gov
Jtajchman@usaid.gov
ernestasiedu2018@gmail.com
fampronge@yahoo.com
bequaye18@yahoo.com
Crownzee2000@yahoo.com
oakoto2021@gmail.com
Joshuadjorlolo@gmail.com
sales@polytex.com
Martin.drevon@upl-ltd.com
pagfarms@yahoo.com
Jababiofarms@gmail.com
toskyb@yahoo.com
Martin.nartey@rmgconcept.com
quayeedwinmoses@gmail.com
darimaanifelix@yahoo.com
d.akansake@cgiar.org
bdokurugu@agra.org
rokowusu@yahoo.com
aarazak.baba@gmail.com
mayiya2007@gmail.com
alhassanfusheiniojabli15@gmail.com
Samuelfosu1@gmail.com
otisaac@gmail.com
Ashinaprince254@gmail.com
babaaabubakarisadikkushibo@yahoo.c
om
Issahaku8080@gmail.com
Rhinosas@yahoo.com

#

NAME

33
34
35
36
37

Yussif Ibrahim
Toatoba Joshua
Benjamin Twene Billy
Eugenia Oduro
Amos Rutherford Azini

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Gifty Dubon
Karim Alhassan
Issah Musah
Issahaku Alhassan
Zahara Sulley
Abdulai Zakaria Baba
Pamela Bowen
Oswald Dzordorme
Jonathan Yelevielbayire

47

Abdul Karim Osman

48

Adam Yahaya

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

Adam A Malik
Bersah Kini
Aliyu Yakubu
Numini Shaibu
Michael Dogor
Caroline Tsikata
Mumuni Digmaniba
Awabu Alhassan
Dr. Baba
Nicholas Denwar
Wilson Doku
Basiru Alhassan
Yaakin Sumani
Alhassan A Fatawu
Angelina Yeboah
Yahaya Iddrisu
Alhaji Issahaku M
Akai Y. Christopher
Issah Rosina
Seidu Mubarak
Hilda Abambire
Salahudeen Alhassan
Bijimbo Solomon
Haruna Adam

73
74
75

Anaba William
John Y. Fuseini
Fidelis Naapanah

76
77
78
79
80
81
82

Derek Perry
Mashud Dori
Amikiya Melanie
Kwaw Andam
David Spielman
Emmanuel Tachie Menson
Iyad Hafoum

83
84
85
86

Lafia J Josph
Theresa Bazimwomit
Yelkurogo Vida Atia
Linda Oquaye-Nartey

ORGANIZATION
ACDEP
Agri Trade
GIZ/ CIC
LCIC
LCIC
Dennloyd
engineering
ACDEP
World Veg
World Veg
World Veg
World Veg
Made Ghana
CARE
Made Ghana
Northern Farmers
Association
Northern Farmers
Association
Northern Farmers
Association
Farmer
AMSIG RES
ACDEP
MOAP-DFC
Made Ghana
ACDEP
ACDEP
NDA
CSIR-SARI
SAPIP
GIZ-MOAP
Antika
ACDEP
GIZ-CIC
Y.I Enterprise
SeedPAG NR
MoFA/ PPRSD
CSIR-SARI
Antika
Made Ghana
Big Ajar
Farmer
Farmer
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
Farmradio
International
Dori Farms
Made / Nayine
IFPRI
IFPRI
HTC
HTC/Irrigate
Rainbow
Tikola Ghana Ltd.
CSIR-SARI
UDS

CONTACT
NUMBER
0248235029
0248159154
0244595251
0501583314
0501583312
0242599711
0249301642
0242776489
0207169345
0551224515
0249561511
0544162637
0244685031
0240811450

E-MAIL
yussifsalifuibrahim@gmail.com
billykwabena@gmail.com
Nyantakyiwaa5@gmail.com
Amosrutherford6@gmail.com

azakariababa@gmail.com
pbowen@made-ghana.org
Oswald.dzordzorme@gmail.com
Jangzene@ghana-made.org

0268157226

0246674251
0249058689
0246211870
0204030174
0243651454
0208180613
0202435287
0207371354
0544290698
0209369976
0544342010
0243811167
0242845298
0201671504
0201468010
0247433002
0243904139
0545121900
0542898920
0246199328
0208784600
0207413312
0240992310
0246767696
0246103688/
0208377921
0208207350
0207452750
0209691574
0245283670
0247404000
0261409571
0261409571
0242177575
0540103022
0246987738
0541206826
0555142016
0249825240

Alijak99@yahoo.com
Michael.dogor@afci.de
carolinetsikata@ghana-made.org
Digmaniba18@gmail.com
jdepaalung@gmail.com
nicholasdenwar@yahoo.com
wilsondoku@gmail.com
yaakinsumani@yahoo.com
aabdulfatawu2@gmail.com
Angelina.yeboah@giz.de
Yahaiddri80@gmail.com
Crispinjessica244@gmail.com
Favoredrosy12@gmail.com
antikuabdulai@yajhoo.com
habambire@ghana-made.org
Minte2r@yahoo.com
Harunaadam133@gmail.com

naapanah@gmail.com
Dperry@farmradia.org
Dorifarms7@gmail.com
noyinemaltinga@gmail.com
k.andam@cgiar.org
D.spielman@cgiar.org
tachieonline@gmail.com
Donald.amuah@htcghana.com
Joseph.lafia@rainbowghana.com
btnayinzor@gmail.com
vidaatia@gmail.com
Lindaocquayenortey@gmail.com

#

NAME

ORGANIZATION
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS

98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

Esther Cobbinah
Regina Serwaa Bonsu
Mustapha Asare
Nkansah Franklin
Mantey Isaac
Akwotayie Michael
Abugri Charles A
Donkor U.B Francis
Bonney Joseph Ekow
Amada Sayibu Baba
Mohammed Mubarik
Tampaa Ngmenebang
Fidelis
Essolema Promesse
Mckenzie Calvin Kofi
Amowine James
Aboagye Baidoo Kwesi
Sulemana Suale
Ayuba Ali
Yussif Mubashiru
Bismark Appenteng
Ahmed anni Ekye Michael
Ahmed Rayan Sayfalidin
Rubainatu Osman
Abubakar Adam Samira
Asamoah K. Belinda
Issah Rahama
Abdulai Alhassan
Langba Simon
Addae Sarah
Kameasen Gifty
Alhassan Umar Farouk
Osah A Ferguson
Ayambila Philimon
Fakiha M. Tijan
Zakari Musah
Vida Gwarah
Haruna Iddrisu
Bright Danso
Paul A. Zaato
David Konlan
Emmanuel K. Musah Jnr
Abdul-Shamir Iddrisu
Amoako Francis
Desire Naab
Abdul-Lateef Yakubu
Humphery S. Kanton
Alhassan Mohammed
Isaiah Baba

135
136

Bangee Jane
Michael Agula

137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

Nyaaba Elizabeth
Lawrence Effah
Solomon Akanpisi
Iddrisu Abubakari
David Marfo
Lennon Zhao
Ndibabee Uwumborbi
Abdul-Raman Amidu

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
UDS
SAPIP
Tikola Ltd
ACDEP
Heritage seeds
Allah is Able
World Veg
IWAD
IWAD
Obaagasam Ent
Kata Solar
World Veg
Worldveg
Farmer pride
ACDEP
Tiyumtaba Farms
Tietaado farmers
society
ACDEP
Bolga Yipaada
Akataaba Society
GIZ-GIC
Akandem farms
ACDEP
Wynca Sunshine
Wynca Sunshine
ACDEP
AgriSeeds Ltd

CONTACT
NUMBER
0240011963
0543784589
0557861554
0243297055
0544795986
0540250170
0540936268
0541362612
0273305285
0541776193
0240124183

E-MAIL
Esthercobbinah15@gmail.com
Bonsureginas@gmail.com
Mustaasare86@gmail.com
Franklinnkanssah3@gmail.com
Manteyi242@gmail.com
akwotamick@gmail.com
Acharlesabugri@gmail.com
donkorbalolfrancis@gmail.com
josephbonneyekow@gmail.com
Sayibub2@gmail.com
Mohammedmubarik428@gmail.com

0540370632
0246317067
0501064512
0543816402
0241055724
0247100027
0241201263
0540934113
0546004676
0548546576
0247797729
0555104610
0543460981
0559136242
0555892430
0549010912
0553384972
0557078604
0241909460
0245240300
0542863033
0249192430
0246336628
0540539586
0207090149
0549787351
0244558505
0201041384
0242887233
0541792778
0208368668
0247968848
0547590804
0242283319
0207043070
0249318082
0553599609

ngmenebang@gmail.com
promesseessolema1@gmail.com
Mckenziecalvin360@gmail.com
jamesamowine@yahoo.com
Baidookwesi62@gmail.com
Saaluu7@gmail.com
dangoayuba@gmail.com
Yussifmubash12@gmail.com
Appentengbismark72@gmail.com
Banumichael38@gmail.com
salmedrayan@gmail.com
Rubainatuthman98@gmail.com
Adamsamira18@gmail.com
Belasamoah908@gmail.com
Issahrahama999@gmail.com
Abdulaia549@gmail.com
simonlangba@gmail.com
Sarrahaddae120@gmail.com
giftykameasen@gmail.com
Umarfarouk450@gmail.com
osahmfferguson@gmail.com
Philayambila@gmail.com
f.tijan@sapip.org.gh
xaqarytarbiya@gmail.com
Vidagwarah@yahoo.com
Alhassan66baba@gmail.com
Brightdanso2015@gmail.com
Wudziezaato@yahoo.com
David.konlan@iwadghana.com
pkwesijnr@gmail.com
obaagasam@gmail.com
Amoakovision3@gmail.com
Dickson.desire@yahoo.com
Abdul-lateef.yakubu@worldveg.org
hsalifukanton@gmail.com

0243360811
0206098340

Bangeejane@gmail.com
mikagula@gmail.com

0500456242
0208047294
0546005805
0545983514
0554780590
0557612165
0507811324
0507176548

Blessedisaiah@gmail.com

Effahlaw15@gmqil.com
akanpisisolomon@gmail.com
iddrisuabubakari@yahoo.com
Peacefire024@gmail.com
1419912106@qq.com
afirstnameamidu@yahoo.com

#
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ORGANIZATION

145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175

Mohammed Abdul Rashid
Charles Adama
Mary Anne B
Alhassan Asafu Awabu
Asiata Kusi
Wuni Asana
Adam Memunatu
Avaalo Joku
Abugri Susana
Agurah linda
Jemima Djah
Adelaide Tetteh
J. M.Frimpong
Afia O. Nyantakyi
Thomas W. Havor
Yakubu Iddrisu
Christopher Zwangelle
Abanga David
Abubakari Adams
Mumuni Habiba
Leticia Salia
Jemila Adams
Abane Akasine
Seidu Abdulai Osman
Osofo Apullah P. A
Mohammed Salifu
Abass K. Nyo
Adomako Frank Osei
Warisu Yahaya
Kwadwo Ado
Peter Osei-Tutu
William Awuku
Ahiadormey
Bharat shinde
Dramani Salifu
Mohammed Nurideen
Maxwell Mensah

GIZ/ MOAP
Talim Vent Ltd
SAPIP
ACDEP
GIZ
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
Hortifresh
Hortifresh
NASTAG
NASTAG
NASTAG
NASTAG
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
Antika
SeedPAG
M S Bonsu Farms
NDA
Trotro tractor ltd
MOAP
WAAF
MoFA/SAPIP

176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196

Chief Abdulai Alhassan
Hardi Nafisa
Elorm Goh
Osman Abdulai
Mahamah AbdulRahaman
A Daana Ishawu
Juliana M. Dokurugu
Caleb Twene Adu-Asare
Adatare Gilbert B. A
Mutala Issah
Diana Ngon
Daniel Laryea
Gilbert Gawu
Abdul Washad
Samuel Duodu
Eyor Zamawi

197
198
199
200

Samuel Sam
Kakpes Justine
Eric Baba
Saaka Mohammed

CONTACT
NUMBER
0249396891
0244311786
0545564050
0241910707
0246651717
0503996339
0503411996
0505948272
0541593484
0542714770
0208301474
0244477970
0545008903
0208138206
0208714626
0245706021
0551347017
0206452570
0249528036
0249355549
0247485506
0543255259
0249135541
0540863780
0244542197
0246923361
0244210420
0243985612
0553703787
0245116509
050843171

E-MAIL
amohammed@afci.de
Abekwan51@yahoo.com

jdjah@snv.org
atetteh@snv.org
Jafelfrimpong5@gmail.com
feliseed@yahoo.com
yonifah@yahoo.com
iddiyak@yahoo.co.uk

aapullah@yahoo.com
msbonsufarms@yahoo.com
nyokabass@yahoo.com
Caudid7563@gmail.com
w.yfarmscomplex@gmail.com
Issah.nadjo@gmail.com
p.osei-tutu@sapip.org.gh

Cropcare Ghana ltd
ETC Agro Gh.ltd
ACDEP
Motor King
RMG
Bogu seeds and
fruits farmers
association
ACDEP
Agrisolve
Yara

0543630702
0540101415
0249831218
0247444695
0243200667

waahiadormey@yahoo.co.uk
Bharat.shinde@etcworld.com

0208290029
0545832276
0244644633
0244338967

boguseed@yahoo.com

Yara
Yara
NASTAG
NASTAG
UDS
GBC
Citi News
GTV
GTV
UTV
Daily Graphic
UTV

0244338968
0544944245
0249817569
0245359976
0550406753
0246359231
0542748881
0244798626
0242547813
0243766305
0244012151
0547075789
0241076960/
0209295482
0248471867
0240243393
0242103700

BSFI
Bishara Radio
TV Africa
GBC Tv

alhassanabdulmuyesel@gmail.com
Maxwell.mensah@rmgconcept.com

jmdokurugu@gmail.com
Aduasarecaleb333@gmail.com
Gilbertadatare03@gmail.com
nyofam@gmail.com
dianangon@yahoo.com
ggawu@yahoo.com
washfusion@gmail.com
Duosam74@yahoo.com
Samuelsam639@yahoo.com
J.kakpeb@yahoo.com
Ericaniyeloyeyahoo.com
mohammedsaaka@yahoo.com

#
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ORGANIZATION

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

Baba Kamil
Comfort Sena
Yakubu Abdul M.
Albert Futukpor
Hamza LansahLolly
Christopher Amoako
Ackah Blay
Memuna A Rahaman
Stephen Tombawo
Ophilia Yenkaayi
Dery D. Emmanuel
Stephen Abuo
Afena Yorke
Adu Acheampong Isaac
Fianyaglo Michael
Danso K. Blessed
Mohamed Mahamud
Wilhelmina Ofori Duah
Mumuni Zenabu
Issifu Salifu
Yakubu Merry
Nchugnal John
Abukari Abdulai
Waja K. Francis
Naanbe James
Nimbul Robert
Issah Munkaila
Seidu Abdul-Halil
Kini Bersah
Solomon Bijimbo
Abdul Fatawu Alhassan
Mayimba N. Wisdom
Alhassan Mohammed
Anani Paul Yao
Richard Yeboah
Takyiwaa-M. Georgina
Mohammed Abdul-Hamid
Nubour Rachel Kabukie
Samuel Bakaweri
Suhuyini Ubaida

TV Africa
G.N. A.
Ghanaian Times
GNA
Daily Statesman
TV3
TV3
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
ACDEP
UDS
UDS
UDS
GAIDA
IITA
GAIDA
MoFA
FBO Sabari No.1
FBO Kukpalgu
FBO Zabzugu
FBO Cortinie
FBO Kpalgagbeni
FBO Pogmado
FBO Mugnegu
Zabzugu
Sabari No.2
Sabari Tindam
ETG
T.T.H
FBO-Nakpali
GIZ-ICRM
UDS-BIIC
UDS
UDS
UDS
Made Programme
ACDEP

CONTACT
NUMBER
0208257187
0207604512
0208389872
0206835503
0246458016
0206579157
0244941892
0246117245
0240120816
0547426362
0507121338
0542820927
0200503549
0575222769
0249709403
0551623862
0245820613
0507403007
0554781927
0242646892
0243389621
0246565074
0247646189
0558049110
0245124361
0542924273
0243421506
0241804045
0249058689
0240992316
0248548903
0246957285
0241050894
0209158047
0277896282
0557764795
0548698737
0547423446
0547770585
0208245860

E-MAIL
Baba.kamil@ymail.com
concerntina@gmail.com
Yakmas2@yahoo.com
albertfutukpor@yahoo.com
Lollyw21c91c@gmail.com
Christopheramoako16@gmail.com
memahene@gmail.com

Yorkeafena20@gmail.com
Issac.adu000@gmail.com
fianyaglomichael@gmail.com
Blesseddanso.bd@gmail.com
northerngaida@yahoo.com
wilheminaduah@gmail.com
northerngaida@yahoo.com
daduzabtat@yahoo.com

fatawuclans@gmail.com
Mayimban.wisdom@yahoo.com
Paul.anani@giz.de
narteyrwn@hotmail.com
Nobledryatame109@gmail.com
Amd65016@uds.edu.gh
Rachelnubour94@gmail.com

